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•  PAYOR REIMBURSEMENT

•  AR MANAGEMENT

•  REVENUE CYCLE 
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•  COMPLEX CLAIMS

•  DENIALS MANAGEMENT

•  END-TO-END RCM

• DATA AND ANALYTICS

Flexible solutions for all your payor reimbursement needs
OUT OF NETWORK APPEALS AND NEGOTIATIONS

With extensive knowledge of out-of-network payor strategies, Collect Rx has developed a unique 
approach that works alongside your billing team to optimize out-of-network payments, 
"reasonable and customary" rates and re-pricing out-of-network bills

PAYOR REIMBURSEMENT

Collect Rx is the industry leader in maximizing payor reimbursements. No matter your claim type, 
Collect Rx works across all payors to ensure that every claim is reviewed, denials and 
underpayments appealed and the first and additional payments reconciled to ensure that you are 
getting all the payments you’re entitled to.

FULL REVENUE CYCLE MANAGEMENT

 From benefits verification to authorization to billing to payor collections to patient statement 
generation to reconciliation, Collect Rx, the leader in complex claims reimbursement, is your 
partner in improving your financials and generating greater payments for every claim type.

The claims process is getting more and more complex. You need an expert on your 
side to level the playing field with payors. At Collect Rx, whether you are in-network or 
out-of-network, we work even the most complex claims through to resolution, ensuring 
that you get the highest reimbursement for even the most challenging cases.
At Collect Rx, we help providers work with payors to increase their reimbursements 
and ensure that they are getting the payments they are entitled to. We are singularly 
focused on maximizing every claim and leveling the playing field between payors and 
providers. We do that not as consultants, but rather as experts in revenue cycle 
integrity for both in- and out-of-network claims.

Our professionals have worked for health insurers and their pricing partners and 
possess a depth of knowledge with an intimate understanding of the tactics payors 
use to decrease reimbursements.

We take the headache away from our clients’ billing offices, reducing their need for 
highly specialized experts in complex claims and letting them focus on doing what 
they do best, helping people.

Complex Reimbursement Claims Specialists
ALL THE PAYMENTS YOU ARE ENTITLED TO, FOR EVERY CLAIM
With Collect Rx, you can increase payor collections, automate processes, ensure that each claim is paid at the 
highest rate, and still reduce your AR days. Collect Rx is singularly focused on getting all your claims paid correctly, 
completely and on time for both in- and out-of-network reimbursements.

We've worked with every type of provider and payor. 
How can we help you?
ALL THE PAYMENTS YOU’RE ENTITLED TO, FOR EVERY CLAIM



Collect Rx is the leading provider of solutions that help providers maximize 
payor reimbursements, reduce patient billings, and eliminate the hassle 
of dealing with the insurance companies. Utilizing its proprietary CRXIS™ 
business intelligence engine and subject matter expertise, Collect Rx has 
delivered proven results for more than 2,100 providers across the nation.

As an innovator in data-driven services for managing healthcare providers’ 
revenue cycle needs, Collect Rx is the only company in the country that is 
laser-focused on maximizing payor payments for the most complex claims, 
including out-of-network, Medicare, in-network, and third-party denials, 
delays and underpayments. We serve hospitals, surgery centers, labs, 
physician groups, and behavioral health centers, as well as other provider 
groups and facilities.

Collect Rx 6720 Rockledge Drive, Tower B, Suite 600 Bethesda, MD 20817 
www.collectrx.com

THE COMPLEX REIMBURSEMENT SPECIALISTS
Let Collect Rx show you how we can 
maximize your reimbursements.




